Immune network theory.
Theoretical ideas have played a profound role in the development of idiotypic network theory. Mathematical models can help in the precise translation of speculative ideas into quantitative predictions. They can also help establish general principles and frameworks for thinking. Using the idea of shape space, criteria were introduced for evaluating the completeness and overlap in the antibody repertoire. Thinking about the distribution of clones in shape space naturally leads to considerations of stability and controllability. An immune system which is too stable will be sluggish and unresponsive to antigenic challenge; one which is unstable will be driven into immense activity by internal fluctuations. This led us to postulate that the immune system should be stable but not too stable. In many biological contexts the development of pattern requires both activation and inhibition but on different spatial scales. Similar ideas can be applied to shape space. The principle of short-range activation and long-range inhibition translates into specific activation and less specific inhibition. Application of this principle in model immune systems can lead to the stable maintenance of non-uniform distributions of clones in shape space. Thus clones which are useful and recognize antigen or internal images of antigen can be maintained at high population levels whereas less useful clones can be maintained at lower population levels. Pattern in shape space is a minimal requirement for a model. Learning and memory correspond to the development and maintenance of particular patterns in shape space. Representing antibodies by binary strings allows one to develop models in which the binary string acts as a tag for a specific molecule or clone. Thus models with huge numbers of cells and molecules can be developed and analyzed using computers. Using parallel computers or finite state models it should soon be feasible to study model immune systems with 10(5) or more elements. Although idiotypic networks were the focus of this paper, these modeling strategies are general and apply equally well to non-idiotypic models. Using bit string or geometric models of antibody combining sites, the affinity of interaction between any two molecules, and hence the connections in a model idiotypic network, can be determined. This approach leads to the prediction of a phase transition in the structure of idiotypic networks. On one side of the transition networks are small localized structures much as might be predicted by clonal selection and circuit ideas.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)